STUDENT TEACHING APPLICATION

Simpson ID  SS #  Preferred Name  Last Name  E-Mail Address

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

FOR OFFICE USE - DATE OF REQUEST

PHONE-WORK  PHONE-CELL  PHONE-HOME

MULTIPLE SUBJECT OR SINGLE SUBJECT (please specify)

check box

COMPLETION OF THE FOLLOWING ITEMS MUST BE SUBMITTED PRIOR TO STUDENT TEACHING BY DUE DATE:
(THIS INFORMATION WILL BE CHECKED OFF BY THE CREDENTIAL ANALYST)

CBEST; CSET and TEST IV  BA Institution

TUBERCULOSIS CLEARANCE

SUBJECT MATTER COMPETENCY (Subject Matter Program, CSET)

CERTIFICATE OF CLEARANCE (or copy of EMERGENCY CREDENTIAL)

LIABILITY INSURANCE min. $100,000 (proof of coverage: copy of check, membership card, etc.)

RECOMMENDATION FOR STUDENT TEACHING

EL Verification

ED 5250  ED 5400-10  ED 5420-30  ED 5460-70  ED 5610  ED 6010

TERM REQUESTED

SPRING  FALL  *SUMMER

* Summer placements are limited and require special approval.
Contact the Director of Student Teaching.

The Director of Student Teaching arranges all assignments through district/school administrators. It is inappropriate for an applicant to ask a classroom teacher to be their master teacher. If you have a preference, list preferred school, grade level, and teacher’s name below. Multiple Subject assignments are two placements at least two grade levels apart. Single Subject assignments are two levels/preparations.

MULTIPLE SUBJECT:

PHASE I PREFERENCE - School; MT Name; Grade Level

PHASE II PREFERENCE - School; MT Name; Grade Level

SINGLE SUBJECT:

SS FIRST PREFERENCE - School; Master Teacher Requested

SS SECOND PREFERENCE - School; Master Teacher Requested

Request Out of Area

Please list any schools or districts where your children attend or a relative is employed. It is inappropriate to student teach at these schools.

ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS OR SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES:

I understand that: all items listed on the Teacher Credential Program Check List sheet must be met before applying for a credential; I am making a commitment to student teach; my specific request is not guaranteed. In addition, if my plans change, I will provide that information as soon as possible.

__________________________________________  ____________________________
SIGNATURE  DATE

Form Modified 09/11/12